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Abstract
The Dynamic Unity of Writing (DUW) offers an object oriented theory of writing, based
on the idea of a dynamic unit, which is the simultaneous manifestation of distinct thought
processes acting as one. This thesis demonstrates how writing, while grounded in
consciousness, fulfills the four characteristics of a dynamic unit: that in its unity of
action, writing is a basic level structure; that writing is more than the sum of its parts; that
it is observable only in a context of operation; and, that writing exhibits a pattern of
correlation across elements. This theory blends the four elements of the DUW (self,
technology, style, and process) as an approach to understanding the roles of exigence and
emergence in textual coherence and in both a writer’s and writing’s development. As a
self-reflective tool, the DUW offers a framework through which writers can self-identify
areas of intervention where further development of an element or elements of writing can
result in an improvement of writing skills.
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Introduction
Writing is a loaded word that begs to be unpacked. Stranded alone on an empty
page, the word could mean anything; it’s packed with potential. For some, writing is a
sinister burden to be born, yet for others, it’s rife with opportunity—a cornucopia of
expression, a cathartic act of liberation, or maybe even an enlightening journey of
discovery. In whatever way one approaches an instance of writing, in the end, one has a
work of writing. It’s a wonderfully adaptable word that contains within itself its own
potential.
As a writer, I came to study composition because I thought the program was
reflected in Raul Sanchez’s definition of composition as being the teaching of “textual
production” (682). At the time, I felt my skills as a writer had plateaued and I thought
that the composition program would teach me the mechanics behind writing so that I
could do it better. In short, I was looking for a simple answer to what I soon came to
understand was a deceptively complex question.
In my first semester of graduate school, I encountered what I thought might very
well be the grail I was looking for in the text book, Cross-Talk in Comp Theory, which
included the article, “A Cognitive Process Theory of Writing” by Linda Flower and John
Hayes. Their neatly organized, carefully researched and codified map of the writing
process, which was created based on a protocol study of writing during the act of writing,
seemed like it was the answer. So, I studied it and I reflected, and I wrote. When I wrote,
I tried to be conscious of where in the cognitive process theory of writing (CPT) I was,
but writing often got away from me, like a runaway horse it pulled me along—until it
stopped. Stuck in place, I would invoke the CPT, trying to orient myself on the map in an
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effort to find my way through to writing. I would wonder if it was time to set a new goal,
or perhaps I was having trouble translating my thoughts into words, or maybe it was in
the setting of sub-goals because I knew that my ultimate goal was to have written. I
tangled myself up in the steps, confounded by the process. My writing brain was silent,
no longer a horse, but a mule stubbornly stopped in its tracks. And yet, I continued to
pursue the cognitive route because there were steps, and I understood steps in a process.
Laurie Sharp summarized six process models, one of which was Flower and
Hayes’ model; also included was an expansion of Murray’s basic three-stage composition
process, prewriting, writing and rewriting, which went on to include the new stage
“create a design” (82). The paper, “Acts of Writing: A Compilation of Six Models That
Define the Processes of Writing,” introduced a theory I had never encountered before, “A
‘Talk-Write’ Model for Composing” in which Zoellner calls for writers to perform what
amounts to a peer review of their writing protocol. I thought the idea of reflecting on your
own process interesting but not helpful in a particular instance of writing because I’m in
the midst of production. In the end, the talk-write model was interesting but not practical.
Unwilling to give up on the cognitive process model, I found Anne Becker offered
further research into the Flower and Hayes “Cognitive Process Theory of Writing” model
that resulted in the reshuffling of the original components and a deeper look into the
revision process. Here were more pieces of the puzzle, more tools I could put in my
writing toolbox. Though I was looking for one definitive answer my experience was not
supporting that objective and neither was Sharpe when she found in her research that “a
writer and a piece of writing go through several different processes from the initial
thought to the final written composition” (78).
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My studies swept me into the realm of the post-process movement where writing
took a turn toward the external that situates the writer in public, where she “enters into a
relation of understanding with other language users,” according to Thomas Kent (2). I
had a difficult time absorbing the post-process movement because, as a fiction writer, I
had toiled for years isolated and alone in my writing. In fact, writers from the reclusive
Emily Dickinson to the unknown-in-his-lifetime John Kennedy O’Toole wrote in
isolation either by choice or by circumstance. Then it dawned on me that audience
awareness could be exactly what was missing from my work. I’m no lion of literature;
I’m just a girl trying to write a story. It’s hard to deny that circumstances in large measure
effect writing and that writing for an audience, whether purely a figment of the writer’s
imagination as Walter Ong suggests or a specific real audience to be addressed or
invoked as Lisa Ede and Andrea Lunsford theorize, will improve writing. Ong goes as far
as to equate successful writing with the ability to connect to an audience, “if the writer
succeeds in writing, it is generally because he can fictionalize in his imagination an
audience he has learned to know.” (59). This successful instance of writing occurs
because the writer has fulfilled the “obligations resources, needs, and constraints
embodied in the writer’s concept of audience” (Ede and Lunsford 88).
At one point, I thought perhaps the answer was tangential to composition; it was
in rhetoric. Quintillian’s five canons of rhetoric offered a neatly summarized list of
techniques that must be right because people have been using them for hundreds of years.
To complement those rules of rhetoric I incorporated the guidelines inherent in the
rhetorical triangle, which added that public turn to writing by creating ethos, pathos, and
logos for the audience. Rhetoric’s focus on delivery and style were more tangible tools
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that I could put into my writing arsenal. By now my toolbox was full of tools and tips by
which to create writing. It got me further down the path to improvement, and yet I still
wondered how was writing happening, and was my writing measurably better?
The computer was one thing I could name that improved my writing. Theories of
posthuman writing are a natural fit for one who loves writing with technology. However,
in this niche what I found was lots of theory about…theory. What it means to be human,
and posthuman and a human in a posthuman world. And what is a human anyway in
relation to every other material object capable of change and reasoning, organic or
technological? And also, by the way, Derrida and Foucault! All very interesting but yet
not quite writing as practice. Or is it? Perhaps a writer should redefine her relationship
with writing through the integration of vast circuits of knowledge and creativity
circulating throughout the globe. It’s also difficult to deny that the computer has vastly
improved a vital component of the Flower and Hayes’ CPT, which is long term memory.
In the digital age, long term memory has broken the bonds of the human brain, growing
exponentially through connection with the world wide web.
Taking writing with computers even further, complex network theories attempt to
explain writing as a distributed open-ended system that moves from node to node in
strange loops, which are is subject to entropy. Mark C. Taylor, the inspiration for much
of the work in the complex network school of composition theory, describes the strange
loops as “self-reflective circuits, which, though appearing to be circular, remain
paradoxically open … meaning becomes undecidable” (75). Jennifer Bay addresses the
idea of writing as an open circuit by depicting it looping between the computer screen,
physical space and the body of the writer. This bare-bones, simplistic summary of
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complex network theory begs a myriad of questions. How exactly is the process
distributed and amongst what components? What are nodes? Could they be stopping
points, little fueling stations that give writing momentum? If the direction writing takes in
the complex network journey of writing is a circular loop that is endlessly reflective, how
does anything ever get accomplished? On the other hand, complex network theory
benefits writing by releasing it from pedagogy and the writer-subject to be itself in the
vast technological world.
Ecocomposition theories attempt to introduce the vastness of writing
environments. According to Sidney Dobrin, ecocomposition “draws attention to the ideas
of context and social construction of identity to include physical realities of place, and of
natural and constructed space …” (Ecocomposition 12). Marilyn Cooper describes
writing in the ecology model as “an infinitely extended group of people who interact
through writing, who are connected by the various systems that constitute the activity of
writing” (372). For the person writing, that’s a great deal of ground to cover. Cooper
furthers this theory through the analogy of a web, where something that “affects one
strand of the web vibrated throughout the web,” (370) which begs the question, how does
the spider-writer decide where to build her web, and more importantly who taught her to
spin in the first place? It could be instinctual. It probably has something to do with the
tools she picked up earlier in her journey. All in all, theories of ecocomposition are, to
me, overwhelming almost to the point of incapacitation. Where, I think to myself, in this
vast ecology do I actually begin writing? Furthermore, in considering all the systems,
ideas, and contexts of writing I’m no closer to addressing the fundamental question: What
is writing?
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With Postcomposition, Sidney Dobrin calls theorists to action, to move
composition theory beyond the subject, and beyond administration of subjects in writing
programs and even beyond pedagogy, inviting the theorist to theorize writing as writing.
This thesis happily answers that call with the Dynamic Unity Theory of Writing (DUW).
In my journey through composition theory, I found all the various theories to be
enlightening and useful. In fact, I couldn’t understand the competition between them
because, for example, the post-process movement addresses a different facet of writing
than the process movement. In Parables of the Virtual, Brian Massumi presents an
alternative to binary thinking, when he points out that “right or wrong is not the issue.
The issue is to demarcate their sphere of applicability” (7). In thinking about writing one
composition theory doesn’t replace or supplant another. Quite to the contrary, I believe
they complement and correlate to each other, addressing different parts of a whole. At
this point, I had a Rodney King can’t-we-all-just-get-along moment and the theory of the
Dynamic Unity of Writing (DUW) was hatched.
In Parables of the Virtual, Massumi describes a dynamic unity as something that
is non-decomposable and that is a “continuity of movement of an order of reality other
than the measurable, divisible space it can be confirmed as having crossed” (6). If I had
to pinpoint one word that really sparked the theory, it was “nondecomposable” because it
acknowledges the many pieces and processes that go into the action of creating writing
and that those pieces can’t be separated from each other and still be writing. The
“continuity of movement” inspired me to think of the movement of writing and how the
pieces had to work together. Finally, the phrase, “an order or reality” connected this
quote to the idea of the mystery of creation that occurs when words become a story.
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A dynamic unity is a concept that has its roots in the philosophy of Henri
Bergson, whom Massumi draws on to establish the theory of the dynamic unity in
Parables of the Virtual. However, the specific definition of a dynamic unity that this
paper will rely on comes from cognitive science. Nili Mandelblit and Oron Zachar have
defined four different types of dynamic units. This thesis applies the definition of a type 3
dynamic unit to the DUW. A type 3 unit is defined as “a group of elements that are not
directly ‘wired’ to each other, but they are connected via a ‘control unit.’ The control unit
connects directly to (or exerts direct forces on) each of the elements in the unit, but is not
part of the unit itself” (232). In applying this definition to address the question “what is
writing,” this thesis will position writing as a unity formed of a group of elements that are
classified as self, technology, style, and process, all of which are informed by
composition theory. These elements are joined together by a control unit in the form of an
exigence that exerts direct influence and control over the elements as an instance of
writing emerges. At its core, The DUW is a cognitive theory that attempts to position
various schools of composition theory within the framework of a unified whole.
According to N. Katherine Hayles, cognition is “a process that interprets information
within contexts that connect it with meaning” (Unthought 22); that process is embedded
within consciousness, what Mandelblit and Zacher define as “the substrate from which
the unit if formed” (236).
While the DUW is by its nature a complex system, as will be explained in the
next section, it paradoxically offers a simpler model of writing than that offered by either
complex network theory or theories of writing ecologies in large part because the DUW
is a closed system that doesn’t loop but pulses. Complex network theories envision the
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movement of writing as looping between nodes in feedback and feedforward cycles
without clearly defining either nodes or the path between loops. The Dynamic Unity of
Writing describes, in detail, the movement of writing as a pulsing, where the DUW
expands to the edges of the boundaries set by exigence and then bounces back causing
the elements of the DUW to compress together, causing new forms to emerge in a single
instance of writing. By delineating the elements of the DUW and describing the exact
nature of the movement of writing and what happens as writing emerges, the DUW
theory reimagines a model of writing that is more manageable and perhaps largely
knowable by the writer. By reflecting on a single instance of writing through the lens of
the DUW and observing the quality of movement through the process, writers can
identify areas of intervention for ways to improve their own writing.
To elucidate the theory of the DUW, this thesis first establishes that writing is a
dynamic unity as defined in Mandelblit and Zacher’s “The Notion of Dynamic Unit” by
demonstrating how writing fulfills the characteristics of a generic dynamic unity. Next,
the unity is split open to delineate the elements that make up the unity down to the
granular level. After that, exigence is introduced as the control unit of the DUW, which
moves the DUW to action. Following that, emergence is discussed on two levels: the
emergence of a work of writing from the DUW and the emergence of the DUW itself.
The next section proposes a framework through which the DUW evolves in the writer by
looking closely at how writing develops tangentially to consciousness. In the conclusion,
I offer some suggestions for further exploration, as well as some possible pedagogical
approaches.
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Writing about writing is challenging because the word “writing” is used in many
different ways, as a noun, a verb, a gerund. For the purposes of this thesis the words
“composing” and “writing” will be used interchangeably to express the verb “writing,” as
in “I’m composing this thesis”; “an instance of writing” refers to the writing project
produced—the product. For example, this thesis is an instance of writing. A term paper is
another instance of writing.
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Characteristics of the Dynamic Unity
The New York Times recently reported the results of a study of writers in the
midst of composing conducted at the University of Griefswald in Germany. In this study,
researchers used Magnetic Resonance Imaging to measure the brain activity of writers in
the act. The results, as reported by Carl Zimmer, showed “a broad network of regions in
the brain working together as people produced their stories” which indicates that several
thought processes were in action at once. This is precisely the phenomenon that the
theory of the Dynamic Unity of Writing addresses: that disparate functions work together
simultaneously as a unit to create an instance of writing. This theory conceptualizes the
different functions as elements of the DUW, and the “working together” as the
correlation of patterns, which is an intrinsic characteristic of a dynamic unity. However,
before getting there this section will show how writing meets the requirements a generic
dynamic unity. While this paper focuses specifically on a type 3 dynamic unit, all
dynamic unities reflect the following four characteristics: writing is a basic level
structure; it is more than the sum of its parts; it is inseparable from its context of
observation; it displays a pattern of correlation across elements. This section of the thesis
will demonstrate how writing fulfills these four general characteristics of a generic
dynamic unity. It will help the reader to imagine the DUW as a sphere, as pictured in
figure 1.
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Fig. 1. The Dynamic Unity of Writing Sphere
The first generic characteristic of a dynamic unity defined by Mandelblit and
Zacher is that “in its interaction with the environment, the new unit operates as a basiclevel structure, on par with other basic units. The interaction reflects the system’s
properties as a whole and not the properties of the individual constituents” (236). A basic
level structure is a thing in and of itself; in other words, when the unity of its parts are
acting as one. For example, writing is not a series of isolated actions such as typing,
inventing, choosing words, it is all of those things interdependent on each other for
complete action. It is writing, a basic-level structure, “on par with other basic units.”
Driving is another example of a basic-level structure because it is not steering, or
pressing the gas, or signaling. Driving is an interdependent relationship of all of those
actions working together to accomplish a single act of driving. The first part of the
definition, “in its interaction with the environment,” is the trickiest part. While
composing can be broken down into its constituent parts, when composing is an action
verb it’s behaving as a unit in the environment. The second sentence in the definition,
“The interaction reflects the system’s properties as a whole and not the properties of the
individual constituents” expresses the idea that the parts and pieces that make up the unit
operating in the environment are so enmeshed that they can’t operate separately and be
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called writing. In other words, the unity, while interacting with the environment, requires
all the pieces and parts functioning as a whole. For example, in terms of the DUW,
composing is more than typing, there are processes and decisions that writers make that
compel typing. On the other hand, when a person is learning to type, developing muscle
memory in their fingers, they’re not composing. Unless there is a unity of action between
the elements there is no composing.
The second characteristic is that “the whole is more than the sum of its parts:
there are emergent properties in the unit which are not present in the substrate from
which the unit is formed” (Mandelblit and Zacher 236). That the whole is more than the
sum of its parts is a component of every complex system. In A Counter-History of
Composition, Byron Hawk summarizes emergence, “as that moment of complexity when
the interaction of parts of system components generates unexpected global properties not
present in any of the local parts” (184). Here Hawk expresses that kind of magic that
happens during composing when new ideas are formed from the raw materials of writing.
Flower and Hayes address this idea as the space between goal setting and writing where
creativity happens. The DUW conceptualizes this as emergence, which is addressed in
depth in section four.
The third characteristic of a generic unity states that “the definition of the unit is
inseparable from the context of observation: under different set-ups different units may
be defined, each reflecting a different pattern of correlation. Moreover, it is meaningless
to define the unit unless a specific context is given” (Mandelblit and Zacher 236). To
understand this characteristic in terms of writing know that the “context of observation”
is the person (or thing1) composing. The “set up” is the particular instance of writing
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started by the exigence that sets up the parameters of the instance of writing. In other
words, the DUW is an intrinsic part of a writer’s consciousness, the “context of
observation” (Mandelblit and Zacher 236). Exigence causes or “sets up” a particular
instance of writing. Each exigence will result in a unique instance of writing “each
reflecting a different pattern of correlation” (Mandelblit and Zacher 236). To put it
another way, composing techniques will be unique to each instance of writing. For
example, composing a paper about elephants will be different than writing a poem or a
grocery list because different measures of each element will be enlivened to complete the
instance of writing. The last sentence in the definition becomes problematic. Mandelblit
and Zacher assert that it is “meaningless to define the unit unless a specific context is
given” (Mandelblit and Zacher 236). In doing so, they seem to shut the door to theorizing
a dynamic unit, which would invalidate their paper and any other paper that attempts to
use the theory of a type 3 dynamic unity, unless it is examined through a writer as a
“specific context” (Mandelblit and Zacher 236). Yet, a theorist needs a general theory to
apply to a specific instance in order to scale phenomena to a population.
Finally, the last characteristic asserts that “identifying a unit is based on observing
a stable pattern of correlation across the elements composing the unit” (Mandelblit and
Zacher 236). In their 1980 protocol research study of writers in the process of writing,
Flower and Hays noted that writers self-reported the experience of composing as chaotic
and disorganized while the data revealed the opposite—“a coherent underlying structure”
(266). In other words, Flower’s and Hayes’ study revealed a correlation between
elements in the unity. When composing, a writer uses different parts of the brain
(Zimmer) in an ordered and habitual way that seems chaotic to the consciousness (Flower
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and Hayes). These habits of writing are the interplay between and amongst the elements
enacted by a writer in a habitual way, which manifests as a personal writing process. For
example, some people may spend lots of time translating ideas to words, while others can
quickly organize the elements at the granular level and proceed to the revision process.
By looking through the lens of a dynamic unity, composing can be thought of as
something that, while comprised of individual elements, behaves as a whole in the
environment. An exigence compels an instance of writing and also exerts control and
influence over that instance. The writer has a habitual way of composing, better known as
a process. At the end of the composing process, the writer has something new. For
example, from an assignment about elephants the writer combines the subject, the genre,
and research into something that is more than the sum of those parts, it’s a term paper. At
this point, I’ve shown how composing fulfills the general characteristics of a dynamic
unity. In doing so I’ve laid the groundwork for the Dynamic Unity of Writing (DUW)
theory. Graham Harmon reminds us that there are two ways to know what a thing is: one,
by explaining what it’s made of and two, by explaining how it works (Object Oriented
Ontology 43). The next section addresses what the DUW is made of by delineating the
elements that comprise the unity.
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The Elements of the Dynamic Unity
So far, the DUW has been addressed as a whole. This section divides the sphere
of the DUW into four elements. These four elements working together establish a pattern
of correlation that results in the composition of an instance of writing. The four elements
of the DUW are self, technology, style, and process. It helps to think of the DUW as you
might a drop of water, in that it is not only water, a basic level structure, but it is also two
atoms of hydrogen and one atom of oxygen. So too with the DUW; it is not only writing
but it is also self, style, technology, and process. Because the DUW is a theory that
focuses on the level of the Gestault or wholeness each school of theory will be broad
stroked.

Fig. 2. The Dynamic Unity of Writing Sphere

Fig. 3. The 4 Part DUW

In order to make the most sense of the DUW, the elements are arranged from the
bottom left quadrant beginning with the self element (see figure 4). However, the DUW
is not a theory that requires a human subject/self be privileged. In other words, the self
element is not more important than any other element that comprises the DUW.
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Fig. 4. Self Element
Figure 4 depicts the self element,2 the personal voice or point of view the person
brings to composing. Individuals embody and express writing in ways unique to
themselves. In terms of the granular characteristic of the element, self contributes grains
of personal experience, long term memory, individual expressions, etc. In other words,
anything that is a personal expression of core being. Any theory that privileges
subjectivity would find a home in the self element. For example, while some feminist
theorists, such as Kristie Fleckstein, forefront embodied composition, others, such as
Jacqueline Jones Royster, forefront the voice of the writer; although seemingly at odds
with each other, both Fleckstein and Royster’s approach to feminist theories of
composition reside in the self element. According to Royster, “subjectivity as a defining
value pays attention dynamically to context, ways of knowing, language abilities, and
experience, and by doing so it has a consequent potential to deepen, broaden and enrich
our interpretive views in dynamic ways as well” (555). It’s especially pertinent that
Royster uses the word “dynamic” twice here. Subjectivity, in and of itself, is a state of
constant organic movement ever changing and evolving. Another important thing to
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notice in Royster’s assertion is that subjectivity is dependent on other things, “context,”
“ways of knowing,” etc. In this way, the interdependent nature of the dynamic unity can
be seen as self-evident.

Fig. 5. Technology Element
The technology element accounts for the tools a writer uses to bring forth an
instance of writing. A writing tool is anything from a word to a word processor that
causes writing to materialize. Writing technology starts with a letter drawn in the sand
with a stick, grows into an illuminated manuscript penned by a monk in a monastery,
finds new form in a short story banged out on an old smith corona typewriter by a beat
writer in a Greenwich Village studio, and can currently manifest as a social media post
tapped out on a phone in a coffee shop. Theories of linguistics and multimodality are
found in this element2. For example, Kathleen Blake Yancey’s discussion of
“Composition in a New Key,” which introduces the imperative of multimodality to
composition studies.
The primary writing tool addressed in this paper is the computer because of its
ubiquitous presence in the contemporary practice of composing. Computers have
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inexorably altered the relationship of the writer to writing by extending a writer’s
capacity to perform, especially in terms of memory. With a simple internet search, the
most learned minds in the world and throughout time are delivered through the world
wide web onto the writer’s desktop. Furthermore, the computer has bridged the distance
between audience and writer by causing writing to be more widely available directly
from the author to the audience through electronic media like blogs and social media
posts. Jim Porter points out that computers can “influence the nature of composing”
(384), which is important to the DUW because technology can heavily influence the unity
by determining how it is enacted. The result is a hybrid writer—part human, part
machine; a cyborg (Donna Haraway). One example of this hybrid is the spell check
function built into every word processing software application, and most internet
browsers. In the same way that calculators expanded our ability to perform complex
calculations quickly, spell check has transformed, though not always for the better, the
experience of writing for many people, especially students.

Fig. 6. Style Element
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Style is one of Cicero’s five canons of rhetoric that was furthered by his
successor, Quintilian, who considers issues of style “highly necessary” (Quoted in Pernot
and Higgens 155) because Cicero gave the subject of style short shrift. While he is
concerned primarily with oration, Quintilian elucidates concepts of appropriateness and
the importance of the audience in determining a writer’s style. According to Paul Butler,
a writer’s style expresses through the qualities of “clarity, correctness, propriety and
ornamentation” (25). In The Centrality of Style, Mike Duncan and Star Vanguri argue
that style “is what makes composition an art, that style is composition enacted” (xii).
Writers cannot divorce style from writing; all writing has a style whether a writer
intentionally styles an instance of composition or a style has been imposed by
conventions of the genre in which the writer is composing.

Fig. 7. Process Element
In 1972 Donald Murray revolutionized the teaching of writing with the
publication of the essay, “Teach Writing as a Process not a Product,” in which he
proposed a three-stage process that consists of brainstorming, writing, and revising.
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Flower and Hayes expanded on that model with the cognitive process theory of writing,
which adds detail and recursion to the progressive three stage model.

Fig. 8. Flower and Hayes Cognitive Process Model
Figure 8 shows, according to Flower and Hayes, a “set of optional actions
orchestrated and organized by the writer” (264). These actions are planning, translating
and revising, with planning encompassing the sub processes of generating ideas,
organizing them and setting new sub goals for the instance of writing. These processes
occur recursively in no particular order.
Every writer establishes and expresses unique processes, or correlations of pattern
that are enacted habitually whenever one sits down to compose. For example, during
brainstorming the four elements of the DUW are enlivened in a habitual pattern based on
what the writer knows about both composing and the subject matter. As brainstorming
progresses new patterns emerge to accommodate the unique circumstances of the
exigence. After brainstorming, the writer enters a more ordered phase of composing
where the elements are ordered and arranged for maximum coherence. Another example
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would be a writer who prefers a more ordered process that habitually begins with
carefully outlining the instance of writing before painstakingly composing word by word,
sentence by sentence. In the DUW, the process element operates as a composing
algorithm to facilitate the blending of the other three elements.

Fig. 9. Style's Unified DUW

Fig. 10. Technology's Unified DUW

Every writer and every instance of writing will have a unique distribution of
elements and patterns of correlation in the DUW that depend on natural inclination,
personal interests, writing instruction, and exigence. Bringing the elements of the DUW
together, figures 9 and 10 conceptualize two different set-ups of the DUW. The writer on
the left (figure 9) is heavily influenced by style. We can imagine a poet at work through
this DUW, where style, ornamentation, and analogy are paramount. In this example, the
technology becomes secondary. The poet musing on words and rhythm forgoes the use of
a computer all together preferring pen and paper. In figure 10, the writer actively engages
in the technology element. In this instance of writing, the writer may be composing a
blog post on a computer that requires a great deal of research on the internet, as a result
the technology element becomes the most expressed and developed in the DUW.
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This section sorts disparate schools of composition theory and places them in the
various elements of the DUW. Given the intricacies of each school of theory it’s not
possible to further dissect them in any more detail. However, it’s vial to know that the
elements of the DUW do encompass all the intricacies and details of each theory
according to the preferences and training of the writer. As in the example of water given
earlier, the molecule is comprised of two atoms of hydrogen joined to a single atom of
oxygen. The atom of oxygen is made up subatomic particles specifically eight electrons,
eight protons and eight neutrons. In the same way, the broad elements of the DUW (self,
technology, style and process) contain “subatomic particles,” which are referred to as
“granular elements.” These granular elements reflect the complexity inherent in each
element. Attempting to define an element down to the granular level defeats the purpose
of the DUW because it’s a unity, a gestalt that ultimately needs to be taken as a whole.
However, to understand the functioning of the DUW, it’s important to know that the
elements exist in the granular form throughout the DUW as pictured in figure 11.

Fig. 11. Granular DUW
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Figure 11 is a more accurate depiction of what the DUW might look like standing still.
However, stillness is contrary to the nature of the DUW, because it is a “dynamic” unit, it
is always in some measure in flux. Although, to examine the individual elements of the
DUW, it is necessary to stop its motion. In the illustration, the different colors represent
the different elements that make up the unity. It’s vital in understanding the DUW to note
two specific characteristics in this illustration. The first is that the different colors
(elements) are randomly scattered throughout the DUW. The second is that the colors
(elements) are granular in texture. That’s intentional and an important part of how the
elements operate in the DUW. This thesis has organized and explained these little grains
in four broad categorical elements of self, process, technology, and style. Yet, in the
DUW, the elements exist in a granular form, as individual seeds of experience, memory,
desire, affect, sorting, ornamentation, etc., scattered randomly throughout the unity.
These granular elements are the raw materials of writing. For a short video animation to
further illustrate the function of the Dynamic Unity of Writing, see the website:
https://cvforgg.wixsite.com/cvforgg.
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Enlivening the Dynamic Unity of Writing
Thus far, I have equated the DUW to a generic dynamic unity. However, the
Dynamic Unity Theory of Writing asserts that writing is a type 3 dynamic unity, which is
defined by Mandelblit and Zacher as, “a group of elements not directly wired to each
other but connected via a control unit” (232). The control unit in the DUW is directly
related to the “set up” of a dynamic unity that creates a certain instance of writing.
Additionally, the control unit goes beyond setting up the situation, it “connects directly to
(or exerts direct forces on) each of the elements in the unit, but is not part of the unit
itself” (Mandelblit and Zacher 232). The result of the influence of the control unit is that
the DUW expands to encompass an instance of writing with goals and requirements to
meet those goals, compelling the DUW toward fulfilling its primary purpose: to compose.
In the field of composition studies, the control unit can be accounted for through theories
of exigence.
The theory of exigence that best informs the DUW is Lloyd Bitzer’s seminal
article, “The Rhetorical Situation,” which describes the rhetorical situation as “a natural
context of persons, events, object, relation, and an exigence which strongly invites
utterance” (5). This list reflects the elements of the DUW where persons are self, object is
technology, events are process, and all are enlivened by the exigence. As further
described by Bitzer, exigence acts as an “organizing principle” (7), which influences how
the granular elements of the DUW come together. For example, a student is assigned to
write a term paper about elephants. The exigence in this situation, write a term paper
about elephants, defines the control unit, which in turn enlivens the granular elements of
the DUW in a way that will fulfill the constraints of the exigence. Furthermore, the
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assignment, term paper, carries with it certain requirements such as word count, number
of references sourced, etc. that a writer must meet to fulfill the exigence, dissolving the
control unit. In other words, the exigence as control unit exerts an organizing force over
the elements of the DUW compelling them toward fulfilling the requirements imposed by
exigence to successfully complete a single instance of writing.
The nature of the movement expressed by the DUW at the insistence of an
exigence is a pulsing action. With exigence, the unity expands (see figure 13), to
encompass the exigence and in doing so creates space for the elements to mix and mingle
and ultimately blend together in an emergent act of composing.

Fig. 12. The granular DUW

Fig. 13. DUW expanded by exigence

As illustrated in figure 13, the unity has expanded outward as a result of the
addition of an exigence. The expansion creates a holey space, a chora, which Sarah
Arroyo defines as a “means for movement and generation” (276). The concept of the
chora goes back to ancient Greek philosophers. In the article, “Toward the Chora:
Kristeva, Derrida, and Ulmer on Emplaced Invention,” Thomas Rickert examines at

Fig. 13 DUW expanded by exigence
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length modern applications of the idea of chora. What they all have in common is the
suggestion that the chora is a place of beginning. Applied to the DUW the exigence
expands the unity creating that space or place of beginning within the DUW. Yet, the
DUW is constrained because the expansion bumps up against the limits of the exigence
and as a result, contracts in an expression of Newton's third law of motion: for every
action there is an equal and opposite reaction. Therefore, after the DUW expands it must
then contract. The pulsing of the DUW creates waves, which are the natural result of a
series of pulses. It’s through the pulsing of the DUW that composing takes place. In other
words, the pulsing action of the DUW creates wave after wave of composing. When a
word reaches a page, the wave bounces back to the DUW because inherent to the
movement of a wave is a bounce back to its original starting place. This bouncing back is
reflective of the recursive nature of writing. Additionally, the bounce backfills some of
the holes in the chora created by the exigence: becoming becomes being. The application
of Newtonian laws of motion to the DUW is a move further away from complex theories
of writing where movement is described as occurring in loops.
Inspiration is another form of exigence capable of setting the DUW in motion
toward the completion of an instance of writing. Inspiration is a self-defined exigence
that occurs when information absorbed by a person resonates so profoundly that their
DUW spontaneously pulses to life, compelling them to write. Said another way,
inspiration is an inside out exigence that enlivens the DUW by filling it with purpose,
resulting in an expansion. This happens because in some people the DUW has a greater
tendency to exist.3 It’s undeniable that some people are compelled to write as a form of
self-expression. When inspiration enlivens the DUW, the writer must self-impose
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constraints to the instance of writing or go on writing without purposeful end. Amy
Williams addresses this kind of writing as being an exercise, whose only goal is the
exploration of the writer’s own potential for composing. In this case the control unit
doesn’t contain the expression of a writing situation by defining a goal, though the
control unit is present because exploration is the purpose for composing, albeit one that
doesn’t offer a concrete stopping point.
Todd Thrash and Andrew Elliot conducted an in-depth study of inspiration at the
University of Rochester that resulted in the article, “Inspiration as a Psychological
Construct.” Rather than define inspiration, they constructed a model consisting of three
elements that make up a general understanding of inspiration: it is transcendent, lifting
the writer out of the ordinary; it is motivational, providing the energy that fuels activity; it
is evoked either actively by the writer or spontaneously without apparent cause (871).
While Thrash and Elliot studied inspiration for inspiration’s sake, they found that
creativity emerged from inspiration because inspiration was not a passive feeling, but “an
active engagement with the world of objects or ideas” (884).
Academic, technical, and student writers all can find and benefit from inspiration
because it imbues an existing or imposed exigence with new energy and ideas. Building
off the original Thrash and Elliot study of inspiration, Thrash and colleagues, Maruskin,
Cassidy, Dryer, and Ryan, conducted a series of four studies that focused on writing as a
mode of creativity. The results reported in “Mediating Between the Muse and the Masses:
Inspiration and the Actualization of Creative Ideas” suggest that inspiration is a potent
force in the production of writing and that writers who worked harder were more likely to
be inspired. In turn, individuals who were more inspired were more productive and wrote
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more efficiently than writers who were not inspired. For example, study 2 in “Mediating
Between the Muse and the Masses” looked at students writing an APA style paper.
Results showed that inspired students exerted “higher average levels of effort, especially
on those pages where the level of inspiration was greater than the average level of
inspiration for the entire paper” (475). The example shows how inspiration expands the
chora of the DUW, reinvigorating the pulsing of the unity, causing new blending
opportunities for the granular elements.
Leontiev reminds the reader that the control unit is not one of the processes that
produce the writing; it exerts control over the processes that complete the activity. In
naming exigence as the control unit that which sets the unity in motion, the control in
many ways determines the outward expression of the elements of the DUW. Furthermore,
exigence enlivens the DUW with an initial expanding, a movement of the elements away
from themselves creating a space of becoming, the chora. However, perhaps the most
important contribution the control unit (exigence) makes to the DUW is the provision of a
boundary defined by what Frank D’Angelo refers to as “an intuitive grasp of the end to
be achieved” (142). When the exigence has been satisfied the control unit dissolves,
leaving the DUW in an inert state that always contains within it potential, or, put another
way, a tendency to exist.
The DUW is excited to enact a single instance of writing by either an exigence or
an inspiration because it is never completely still. The DUW is not an inert, stable entity
but is more like an organic object, always slightly in flux anticipating an exigence or
absorbing inspiration. This is because the DUW is an object wrapped in the object of the
person with what Harmon refers to as a “complex of relations” (Guerilla 85). Recall from
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the section, Characteristics of the Dynamic Unity, the second characteristic of the DUW
states “the whole is more than the sum of its parts: there are emergent properties in the
unit which are not present in the substrate from which the unit is formed” (Mandelblit
and Zacher 236). The consciousness is that substrate, the place where the object of
writing interacts with the object of the writer. Put another way, consciousness is what
Harmon describes as a medium where two objects interact. The next section places the
DUW firmly within the consciousness of the writer.
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Consciousness and the Dynamic Unity of Writing

Fig. 14 Consciousness and the DUW
Frank D’Angelo connected consciousness with composition in the 1978 article
“An Ontological Basis for a Modern Theory of the Composing Process” theorizing
composing as a process of movement that directly reflects the evolution of the
consciousness which proceeds from an undifferentiated to a differentiated whole. To
illustrate the point, D’Angelo presents the example of the paragraph which evolved from
early scribal writings in which many thoughts are presented in one long undifferentiated
unit, to the modern paragraph in which one thought is presented and developed in one
unit. D’Angelo asserts “the composing process, being an aspect of human consciousness,
must necessarily develop along the same general lines as consciousness itself” (141). The
DUW proceeds in the same manner being in its resting state an undifferentiated whole
constantly in flux set in purposeful motion and bound by the control unit toward
differentiation into a complex instance of writing.
Forty years after D’Angelo’s article, N. Katherine Hayles described three levels
of consciousness: core consciousness—an awareness of self and others, extended
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consciousness—abstract and symbolic reasoning abilities, and higher consciousness—the
story we tell ourselves about ourselves in the world. In the book Unthought, Hayles
almost immediately forwards the discussion of consciousness into the realm of cognition,
“a process that interprets information within contexts that connect it with meaning” (22).
The difference between consciousness as a noun, and cognition as a verb reflects the
elasticity of writing, which is at times a noun, a verb, or a gerund. This thesis makes the
jump with Hayles from consciousness, being what Harmon describes as the “conducting
medium” (Guerilla 153) that connects writer, the DUW, and the instance of writing, to
cognition because cognition as a process more accurately reflects the dynamism of the
DUW.

Fig. 15. Haylesian Tripartate Consciousness
Hayles delineates three levels of cognition, as pictured in figure 15: modes of
awareness, nonconscious cognition, and materialism.4 This thesis will address modes of
awareness, and nonsconscious cognition, leaving materialism for another paper. As
described by Hayles, modes of awareness give us information about ourselves in our
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environment on two levels: the conscious level, which is immediate awareness of those
things we experience with our senses and act on in the present; and the unconscious level,
which is a broad scanning of the entire environment just outside of immediate awareness,
though the unconscious easily passes appropriate information directly to immediate
awareness in time to act on it. Hayles rejects the unknowable Freudian unconscious as
being an essential part of consciousness. While it may exist in people who have
experienced a trauma and as a result have walled off a part of conscious knowing, not all
people will have this component of consciousness. In the Haylesian model, the modes of
awareness at both the conscious and unconscious level are easily accessible to a person.
Nonconscious cognition operates according to Hayles, at the level of “neuronal
processing…inaccessible to the modes of awareness but nevertheless performs functions
essential to consciousness” (Unthought 10). The nonconscious acts on many different
broadly defined levels gathering, processing, and acting on information outside of
conscious awareness. Unlike the modes of awareness that observe and then act, the
nonconscious knows and acts because neurons in the brain are trained to respond, much
in the way that athletes develop muscle memory after years of training. A writerly
example of the nonconscious is the ability to keyboard quickly. Expert typists don’t need
to invoke consciousness to tell the fingers where the letters on the keyboard are and when
to press them. The brain knows and acts automatically outside of immediate awareness.
Nonconsciousness cognition, according to Hayles, absorbs and connects vast
amounts of information from the environment most of which will never be passed to the
modes of awareness. As such it is the birthplace of instinct and the feeling. As writers, we
occasionally have to feel our way through a piece going with what feels right, without
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stopping to explain it. A concept echoed by Gilles Fauconnier and Mark Turner “systems
of form and systems of meaning construction intertwine, so it is not possible to view
them as separable” (11). It’s in the intertwining that takes place in the nonconscious that
creativity happens, those spontaneous almost magic connections that are made which
connect ideas to words and blend ideas to form a whole. The next section will look
closely at nonconscious as a part of the DUW’s chora, what Fauconnier and Turner refer
to as the “heart of imagination” (89).
However, the most important function of the nonconscious, according to Hayles,
is to keep consciousness from being overwhelmed with floods of interior and exterior
information (10). For a writer, information comes from all of the four elements (subject,
technology, process, and style) defined earlier in this paper. Were every single element of
the unity invoked down to the granular level at the same time and with the same force
into immediate awareness, the writer would be overwhelmed by chaos. At the level
below conscious awareness, the nonconscious is sorting, blending, and filtering the
granular element of writing before passing them up to immediate awareness to be
materialized as an instance of writing.
While the tripartite illustration in figure 15 neatly delineates three distinct
processes, they are not easily separated into disparate parts. Like most descriptions of
writing recursion is essential to the Haylsean model of cognition. According to Hayles,
“complex recursive loops operate throughout the system to connect the layers to each
other and connect different parts of each layer within itself” (29). A description echoed
by Flower and Hayes in describing the cognitive processes of writing as nonhierarchical
and recursive, where a process or subprocess can occur at any time and in any order
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during the writing process. For example, in composing writers are often consciously
arranging and choosing words to create coherence, while at other times are in a flow
where nonconscious is sorting and blending elements, creating new thoughts and ideas
and then passing them to the consciousness to be materialized. There are no hard and fast
boundaries between consciousness and nonconscious cognition. They are in constant
communication with and acting upon each other. This is especially important when
considering the Dynamic Unity of Writing because composing occurs simultaneously on
different levels of consciousness. When composing at a keyboard a writer is both moving
their fingers and simultaneously deciding on what word will more accurately
communicate a thought.
The beginning of the section quotes both Hayles and Harmon to distinguish
between the consciousness (modes of awareness) and cognition (processes that interpret
and connect information). Harmon introduces the idea of a conducting medium that
allows communication between two objects; in this case, the object of the DUW and the
object of the writer. In other words, the object of the DUW is fused with the object of the
writer in the act of composing (i.e. writing). Granular elements come together in the ether
of the nonconsciousness where they are being blended and fused together and passed to
the consciousness to create something new. When the instance of writing is completed
the DUW fully recedes to the inaccessible nonconscious. In a move away from strict
object oriented ontology that posits objects retreat into their own individual vacuums,
completely separate from other objects, the DUW retreats to the cognitive nonconscious
because it has a symbiotic relationship with the object of the writer. The DUW is never
completely severed from the writer because once a person learns to write the DUW is
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ever present. The previous section discussed the difference between exigence and
inspiration. By seeing the DUW as resting, not stopped but in gentle flux ever in
communication with its host in the nonconscious it becomes clear that though resting it is
affected by the vast amounts of information the nonconscious is absorbing. If the DUW
has a strong tendency to exist, it will thrust itself into consciousness causing a person to
begin composing.
Placing the resting but aware DUW in the cognitive nonconscious also accounts
for the development of the DUW “along the same lines of consciousness itself”
(D’Angelo 141). As the consciousness absorbs and processes information and increases
its ability to recognize and create patters so too does the DUW evolve. And yet as an
object in its own right the DUW also has the capacity to evolve semi-independently. It’s
commonly held that people learn to write by writing, which explains the capacity of the
DUW to evolve as its own object.
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Dynamic Unity of Writing as Emergent and Emerging
The theory of the DUW defines writing as a dynamic unity because it fulfills the
characteristics of a dynamic unity defined by Mandelblit and Zachar. They are: writing is
a basic level structure in its interaction with the environment; writing is more than the
sum of its parts; writing is inseparable from its context of observation; and writing
exhibits a pattern of correlation across elements. The elements of the DUW are defined as
self, technology, style, and process. The DUW is a type 3 dynamic unity because it
depends on a control unit in the form of an exigence to both enliven and constrain the
unity. All of this happens in the consciousness of a writer where the DUW is situated.
This section explored the chaotic heart of the DUW from where writing emerges.
At the exigence the DUW pulses to life initiating the process of emergence.
Hayles explains emergence as, “the exteriorization of cognitive abilities” (11). An
accurate general statement but for the purposes of this theory doesn’t provide enough
detail. Margaret Syverson equates emergence with self-organization, “writers bring forth
texts that organize themselves into more or less coherent and recognizable forms at every
level of scale……” (7). Though Syverson theorized emergence in 1999 with The Wealth
of Reality: An Ecology of Composition, Taylor’s book, The Moment of Complexity:
Emerging Network Culture (2001), is the inspiration for much of the work in the complex
network school of composition theory. In fact, the Journal of Advanced Composition
devoted an entire issue in 2004 to composition theories stemming from this work
(Volume 24, Number 4). Taylor echoes Syverson by describing, “the moment of
complexity is the point at which self-organizing systems emerge to create new patterns of
coherence and structures of relation” (24). For the purposes of the DUW, to say that
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writing is self-organizing and that it emerges is too great a jump over the gap between the
exigence and the instance of writing. This section theorizes a way of emergence toward
the materialization of an instance of writing.
The Emergence of an instance of writing

Fig. 16. The chaotic and emergent heart of the DUW
Figure 16 shows the expanded DUW with the addition of the heart of chaos. The
chora has been created, a space where the granular element of the DUW blend together to
create an instance of writing. The Way We Think: Conceptual Blending and the Mind’s
Hidden Complexities by Gilles Fauconnier and Mark Turner discuss blending in the wide
scope as “involved in every aspect of human life” (18). This thesis focuses on the
application of blending to writing. According to Fauconnier and Turner, “blends
systematically scale down relations, compress relations into others, and even create new
ones.” Complex network theorists place chaos at the edges of writing (Dobrin,
Postcomposition); this theory locates chaos at the heart of the DUW as pictured in figure
16. Upon exigence, the DUW expands giving the granular elements space to move, the
contraction forces the granules together creating blends. With each pulse, movement
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becomes more and more chaotic with blends created and filtered by the writer as an
instance of writing emerges in waves from the chaotic heart of the DUW.
Blending reveals a “number of bindings across different elements” (Fauconnier
and Turner 21). Said in a way that’s been made familiar through the reading of this paper
it “displays a pattern of correlation across elements” (Mandelblit and Zacher 236). This
happens piece by piece as the granular elements of the DUW are attracted together under
the influence of the control unit to express the instance of writing begun by the exigence
through the pulsing movement of the DUW. When the unity expands through exigence it
must then contract because of the constraints also inherent in exigence causing what
Fauconnier and Turner note as “one of the most important aspects of …creativity is the
compression achieved through blending…guided by cognitive pressures and principles
(Fauconnier and Turner 21), which result in coherence. Blending takes place in the
nonconsciousness where the totality of both the DUW, the writer, and the exigence
combine and are compressed and then passed into consciousness where the writer creates
coherence.
Coherence is created, according to Louise Wetherbee Phelps, when “the
experience of meaningfulness correlated with successful integration during reading,
which the reader projects back onto the text has a quality of wholeness in its meaning”
(170). In the theory of the DUW, it’s the writer as the reader working off the text already
created, which according to Flower and Hays in an integral part of the cognitive process
of writing. By looking at what is being written as it’s in progress the writer is beginning
to make conscious choices about how the elements of the DUW will be expressed to
create the wholeness of meaning. Making text coherent is a recursive process that moves
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between the chaos of creativity, and the order of arranging words into paragraphs and
sentences. As the instance of writing develops the writing becomes more and more
coherent.
As the unity pulses between the heart of chaos and the order of words, sentences,
and paragraphs on paper in wave after wave of externalized writing more and more order
in achieved. Eventually, the DUW undergoes a phase shift into revision. In the revision
phase, the DUW “recedes from being apace with its becoming” (Massumi 22), retreating
back into the nonconscious. In other words, the DUW gives way to materiality as the
writer has more and more text to work with. In the material realm choices and decisions
are more conscious and deliberate. That is not to say that the Dynamic Unity of Writing
disappears altogether. When the writer feels the instance of writing needs something
more, a new idea, a better expression, the DUW once again enlivens. The writer dips into
the chaos of creation to access more ideas and new forms. Though, in the revision
process, the DUW will not be pulsing with the ferocity it had at the beginning stages
because the writer has imposed a measure of order via the text already written on the
creative process. In other words, chaos is constrained by the control unit, the exigence
that has defined the instance of writing. When that exigence is satisfied, the DUW will
slow, receding to its resting state.
Dynamic Unity of Writing as Emergent
According to Massumi, a dynamic unity is ontogenetic; it is in and of itself equal
to emergence. Figure 17 illustrates how the DUW would look in the mind of a five-yearold.
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Fig. 17. Underdeveloped DUW
The elements of the DUW are not yet populated. Consciousness has not yet evolved into
a complex differentiated whole. Letter and crayon are the only technologies available to
the very young writer. Yellow, his favorite color, is his primary mode of stylistic
expression, while the process element is non-existent because he doesn’t yet know about
the mechanisms that will further composing. It is through learning tangential to
composing that the DUW expands along with consciousness. For example, keyboarding
is a valuable skill learned separately from writing.
Additionally, the DUW grows as an object whenever a writer composes an
instance of writing because exigence causes the expansion of the DUW, similar to
Dobrin’s idea of saturation, wherein writing “erodes away the very edges of its own
boundaries…” (Postcomposition 183). In that same way, the DUW erodes the edges of its
own boundaries after an exigence has led to the action of writing. Once expanded by
exigence the DUW never goes back to its original size because by enacting an instance of
writing the DUW develops new patterns of correlation permanently expanding its
expressive power. For example, students learn new techniques to materialize writing
when they are assigned to compose a paper about elephants that appeals to an audience of
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children. This exercise develops the style element in conjunction with the technology
element as the student learns to choose a word in a style that conveys meaning accurately
to a particular audience. When the DUW recedes to the nonconscious, it goes having
developed new patterns of correlation and more practice putting words into paragraphs
into papers. In this way, the conclusion of an instance of writing ends with an expanded
DUW.
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Conclusion
The Dynamic Unity of Writing grew out of the postcomposition movement in that
it decenters the student writer and is free of the pedagogical imperative. Yet, the DUW is
a move away from postcomposition where complex network theories and ecocomposition
theories currently dominate. Both of the aforementioned theories situate writing in an
almost unimaginably enormous territory of culture and society, through which one travels
between nodes, which I never formed a clear picture of, in complex loops. By framing
writing as a particular kind of object, a dynamic unity that synthesizes theories of
composition within a fluctuating object in a symbiotic relationship with a writer this
theory moves toward object oriented ontology in an attempt to understand writing in a
way that is more manageable and more knowable. More manageable, yet not ultimately
manageable because the chaos of creativity is an integral part of the writing process, and
chaos is intrinsically unmanageable. Knowable and yet never fully revealed because
much of writing occurs in the inaccessible nonconscious.
Very much in a nascent state, the theory of the DUW opens many possibilities for
expansion. One particularly exciting area is the inclusion of the concept of time to the
DUW. Though unfortunately outside of the scope of this thesis, time plays a crucial role
in how the Dynamic Unity of Writing is expressed through an act of composing.
Furthermore, time is intrinsic to the idea of chaos. According to Nobel prize winning
chemist and chaos theorist, Ilya Pregigone, chaos is “a form of complex order in which
temporal sequences are very complex” (Pergigone 1:00—1:14), a point echoed by Janet
Emig when she states that time “connects the three major tenses of our experience to
make meaning,” (121). In the theory of the DUW, time also adds an element of constraint
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that interacts with exigence in ways that haven’t yet been addressed. For example, the
instance of writing that is this thesis was established even before I began classes because
I knew that a thesis was required for graduation. Throughout my first year, I wrestled
with a few ideas, not particularly moved by any of them until I read Postcomposition. My
DUW was enlivened by inspiration to write theory rather than conduct research, and so
with the summer ahead of me, there was time to explore different avenues of theory. I
sketched out some ideas, but nothing came together. Parables of the Virtual and
Unthought provided competing exigences, causing what seemed like the pulsing of two
distinct DUW’s, and yet waves of ideas faded off into infinity because neither exigence
was specific enough. Still, with plenty of time, I cast my research net further and
discovered “The Notion of Dynamic Unit: Conceptual Developments in Cognitive
Science.” Finally, ideas bounced back against the boundaries of a more specific exigence:
write a theory that situates writing as a type three dynamic unity. It was as a result of that
series of cascading exigences that I was able to start and eventually finish this thesis. An
interesting research project would be a study of how writers respond to non-specific
exigences. In my case, with each change of subject, the boundaries of the DUW shifted,
but it wasn’t until the encapsulating inspiration of the Mandelblit and Zacher article that
productive work really began. Given different time constraints, the results of the original
exigence, write a thesis, would have been completely different.
Ultimately, the DUW is not an explanation of how to write but a tool for writers.
Using the quadripartite lens of the DUW in a self-reflective instance of writing, writers
can self identify composing strengths and weaknesses, enacting Raul Sanchez’s idea that
“theory becomes a function of writing” (32). As a result of composing one’s personal
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reflection on both the process and the product of writing, a person can focus efforts to
improve their composing skills on one specific element of the DUW at a time. Being
ontogenetic, whenever one element is improved the set point of the whole is improved.
However, even with the elevation of writing skills that will result from focused attention
and practice, writing will remain an act of alchemy, requiring what Walter Ong describes
as “difficult and often mysterious skills” (57); a relationship between the writer and the
DUW that generates “something that has not existed before, and which is truly one”
(Harmon, Gorilla 85); a process that takes place in the inaccessible nonconsciousness,
blending the granular elements of the DUW into an instance of writing.
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Notes
1. Other entities, such as computers, can be taught to write, but this thesis focuses
specifically on the thinking-human writing. See Hayles “Technical Cognition,”
in Unthought.
2. The self element could also be called the subject element. With this element
writing is made personal. Both “self” and “subject” have been complexly
debated in field of composition studies. In the end I chose self as slightly
clearer, especially for readers outside of the discipline.
3. Tendency to exist is an idea borrowed from quantum physics, which explains that
quanta of energy don’t actually exist but they have a tendency to exist. The
phrase is often given in response to the question, why is there something instead
of nothing? Because it has a tendency to exist. It’s in this sense that it’s used in
the DUW.
4. Materialism is outside the scope of this thesis; see Jane Bennett, Vibrant Matter,
and the works of Karen Barad, “Posthumanist Performativity: Toward an
Understanding of How Matter Comes to Matter,” and Meeting the Universe
Halfway: Quantum Physics and the Entanglement of Matter.
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